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The homotopy groups of the group of *-automorphisms of a uniformly hyper- 
finite (UHF) C*-algebra is calculated. This is done both when the group is 
endowed with the topology of pointwise norm-convergence and the topology of 
uniform norm-convergence. 6~” 1987 Academic Press, Inc 
INTRODUCTION 
Since their appearance in Glimm’s paper [3] in 1960, the uniformly 
hypertinite (UHF) C*-algebras have played an important role in the study 
of C*- and W*-algebras. They are among the best understood P-algebras. 
It is therefore only natural that the group of *-automorphisms of a UHF- 
algebra has been studied intensively, both earlier and in recent years. 
However, the knowledge about these groups is far from being so complete 
as the knowledge of the algebras themselves. 
In the present paper we shall calculate the homotopy groups of these 
automorphism-groups with respect to the two most important topologies. 
The work may therefore be considered as a study of the topology of these 
groups. However, the author’s own motivation for seeking the homotopy 
groups comes from efforts to classify certain C*-algebras with a primitive 
ideal spectrum homeomorphic to a sphere. 
The results are as follows: 
Let {pi} 2, be a sequence of primes and consider the UHF-algebra 
For each primep, let f(p) denote the number of timesp occurs in the 
sequence {pi}2 r (such that f(P)E N u (0) u (KI>) and PF the primes p 
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such that fin. Let Aut(B) (resp. Am,(B)) be the group of 
*-automorphisms of B endowed with the topology of pointwise norm- 
convergence (resp. the topology of uniform norm-convergence). Then 
and 
rr2& ~, (Aut( B)) z )( iZ/pf%? 
PEPF 
nnZ,c(AWB)) = 0, kEN. 
For Aut, (B) we find 
n2k+ I (A%,(B)) = &(B), 
%k(AUtu(B)) = 0, kEN(, 
and 
n1 (Aut,(B)) = &(B)IZ 
when K,(B) is identified (using the trace) with a subgroup of the rationals. 
Since n,(Aut(B)) = 0 by a result of Blackadar [l] and x,(Aut,(B)) is 
the group of outer autormorphisms of B by a result of Lance [6], we have 
a complete list of the homotopy groups. 
1 
Let A be a C*-algebra and Aut(A) the group of *-automorphisms of A. 
Aut(A) carries (at least) two different topologies making it into a 
topological group. The most important is the topology of pointwise norm- 
convergence based on the open sets 
{crEAut(A)Ijlcr(a)-all<l), LZEA. 
When we consider this topology, we simply write Aut(A) for the 
corresponding topological group. 
The other topology is the uniform norm-topology based on the open sets 
The corresponding topological group will be denoted by Aut,(A). 
For every kE N, we fix a reference point e on the k-sphere Sk. For any 
580/72/l 13 
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topological group G with trivial element 1, a k-loop in G will be a con- 
tinuous function 
ci:S”+G 
such that CI, = 1. 
The corresponding element in n,(G) will be denoted by [a]. 
Let M,, n E N, denote the n x n complex matrices and U(n) the unitary 
group in M,. Generally, we let U(A) denote the unitary group of a unital 
C*-algebra A. Let 
B = M,, 0 M,, 0 M,, @ . = 6 M,,! (1) 
,=l 
be an (infinite-dimensional) UHF-algebra [3]. Then B admits a fac- 
torisation 
B=M,,OM,,OM,,@ ... = 6 M,,, (2) 
i=I 
where { p;li~ N } is a sequence of prime numbers. Let P denote all the 
prime numbers. For each p E P, we define 
,f(p)= i+ {iE VP=P,>, 
i.e., f(p) is the number of timesp occurs in the factorisation (2). Hence 
f(P)~~4+44. 
Note thatfis the same map as the one used by Glimm in [3] to classify 
the UHF-algebras. Glimm’s result is that two UHF-algebras B,, B,, with 
functions Ji : P + fW u { 0, co ), i = 1, 2, respectively, are *-isomorphic if and 
only iff, =f2, 
That is, the factorisation (2) is essentially unique for a given UHF- 
algebra. 
In what follows, we shall use the symbol II for the unit in varying 
C*-algebras. However, it will always be clear from the context which 
algebra is meant. In the same spirit the identity map on any space will be 
denoted by id. 
First, we will calculate the homotopy groups of Aut(B). For this, it is 
necessary to distinguish between two subsets of P, 
p,= lPEPlf(P)EN)> 
FCC= IPEplf(P)=~l. 
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Given a factorisation of B as in (1) we let B, denote the finite-dimensional 
C*-subalgebra 
Given a family /3? Sk + U(n,), iE N, of unitary k-loops, we can define a 
k-loop /? in Aut(B) by 
,!?,=Ad&@AdP,;@Adpj@ ‘.., SESk. 
Such a loop will be called a product type k-loop in Aut(B). 
We start with some known results with will be used repeatedly in what 
follows. 
LEMMA 1.1 (Handelman). Let o~:A,+A,+~, FEN, be a sequence of 
injective unital *-homomorphisms between unital C*-algebras. For each 
kE N, we obtain induced homomorphisms: 7tk(U(A,,)) + nk(U(A,,+ 1)), no N. 
Let A denote the direct limit C*-algebra 
A =l& A,. 
n 
Then the obvious homomorphism 
lin! %(U(A,)) + Q(U(A)) ” 
is an isomorphism for each k E N. 
Proof: This is [4, Proposition 4.41. 1 
LEMMA 1.2. Whenever n, k E N and 2n - 1 2 k, the homomorphism 
U(n)3u-+ i y 
( > 
eU(n+l) 
induce an isomorphism xk (U(n)) + 7ck (U(n + 1)) and 
nk(U(n)) g 
z for k odd 
o for k even. 
Proof: This is folklore. See, e.g., [S]. l 
LEMMA 1.3. Assume that k E N is odd. Let {m, , m2 ,..., m,} 5 N. Assume 
that 
2m,m,...m,- 1 zk. 
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Let ni:71k(U(mi))~~k(Li(m,mz.. m,,)) be the homomorphism induced by 
U(m,)3u+ll@Q @ ... @Q @u@Q @ ... 01, i = 1 , 2, . . . . n, 
and let cp: zk (U(m, m, . . m,)) --, L be an isomorphism. 
For each iE { 1, 2,..., n} such that 2m, - 1 2 k there exists an isomorphism 
cp,: nk(Wmi))-tZ 
such that the following diagram commutes 
where m,m,...rii;..m, is the product of the elements in 
1 ml, m2,..., mnl\imil. 
Proof: We identify M,,,, @ AI,,,,@ ... @ II~,,,~ and Mm,,,,...,,,,. Fix 
iE { 1, 2,..., n) with the property that 
2m,-Ilk. 
We can choose a unitary v E M,,,, m, such that 
v(Q 011 0 ... @Q@a@Q@ ... @Q)u*= 
for all a E M,,. 
a 
0 
a 
i I a 0 . a 
Let C.X’ be a k-loop in U(m,) such that [cl’] generates zk( U(m,)) z Z. Let 
Then pi is a k-loop in U(m, m2 . . m,) and [/I’] generates 
7r,(U(m,m,... m,)) by Lemma 1.2. 
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Hence we can assume, by interchanging ai with (a’)* if necessary, that 
[?I =&(I). 
Since ~~~(U(m,m,~~~rn,))=O, we have 
Ai([a’])= [Q 0110 ... @a’@Q @ ... @Q] 
= [U(Q 0% @ ... @a’@Q @ ..* @Q)v*] 
ai 
a’ 
0 
= i( 0 . )1 =rn,rn,...~;...rn,cp~‘(l). . . a’ 
Define cp’(z[a’]) = z, ZE Z. [ 
COROLLARY 1.4. Let k E N he odd. Let m,, m2 ,..., m, be as in Lemma 1.3. 
Assume ,furthermore that these numbers are mutually prime and that 
2m, - I 2 k for all i = 1, 2 ,..., n. Then every k-loop u: Sk + U(m, m2 * . . m,,) is 
homotopic to a product type k-loop, 
u,@u*O ... au,, 
where each ui: Sk + lJ(m,) is a k-loop. 
Proof: It suffices to note that 
COROLLARY 1.5. Let n, m, k E N such that 2m - 1 2 k. Then the 
homomorphism 7~~ (U(m)) + 71~ (U(mn)) induced by 
U(m)su+u@Q E U(mn) 
is injective. 
Proof: If k is even, xk( U(m)) = 7~~ (U(mn)) =O. If k is odd, the con- 
clusion follows from Lemma 1.3. 1 
COROLLARY 1.6. Adopt the assumptions and the notation of Lemma 1.3 
with n = 3. Assume furthermore that m, and m3 are mutually prime and that 
2m, - 1 2 k, 2m, - 1 I k. For each k-loop a in U(m,) the following con- 
ditions are equivalent: 
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(a) there is u k-loop lj in U(m,) such that 
[a@! @I]= [Q 0% Ofi] in~~(U(m,m,m,)). 
(b) cPI(C~l)Em,Z. 
u’(a) is satisfied, p3([/I])EmiZ. 
Proof. If (a) is satisfied, we have that 
mzm,cp,(CccI)=m,m,cp,(CBI). 
Since m, , m3 are mutually prime, this implies that cp, ([cr]) em, Z (and that 
e(CDl)EmO 
Conversely, if ‘pl ([a]) = m, z, z E Z, we choose a k-loop p in U(m,) such 
that 
Then cP~R,([cr])=m,m,m,z=cp~~,([P]), or 
A,([~l)=&(CBl) 
which is (a). 1 
COROLLARY 1.7. Adopt the assumptions and the notation of Lemma 1.3 
with n = 2. Assume that m, , m, are mutually prime and that 2m, - 1 2 k, 
2m, - 1 2 k. For each k-loop CL in U(m,) the following conditions are 
equivalent :
(a) there is a k-loop /I in U(m,) such that [cr 0 Q] = [II OB] in 
dU(m,md) 
(b) cPI(C@I)EmIZ. 
Proof. The proof is the same as for Corollary 1.6. 1 
LEMMA 1.8. Letk,n,,n,,mENandassumethatn,Inz,i.e.,n, dividesn,. 
Let A = M,, Q M, Q M,,. If o! is a k-loop in U(n, ), then there is a k-loop p 
in U(n,) such that 
[uQQQQ]=[QQQQfl] in xk( U(A)). 
Proof: Let d= n2/nl and let Z7: M,, + M,, @ M, be a *-isomorphism. 
Consider the *-isomorphism 
II/:A+M,,@M,@M,,,@M,=C 
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given on simple tensors as 
Let cp be the *-isomorphism of C which exchange the first and the third 
factor of simple tensors. Then cp = Ad V for some unitary V in C. 
Since q,( U(C)) = 0, we can find a curve 
such that g(O)=ll, g(l)= V. Define F(t,s)=Adg(t)(a,OIIO%OII), 
t E [IO, 11, s E Sk. Then F is a homotopy in U(C) connecting the two k-loops 
~10 II 0 II 0 II and II @ II 0 c1@ II. Translating this homotopy back into U(A ) 
by $ - ’ gives the desired conclusion. 1 
LEMMA 1.9. Let A be a unital C*-algebra and let {e,}yj=,, {fi,}Ti=, be 
two systems qf matrix units in A such that xi eji = Cifii = 1. Assume 
lIeI, -f,, 11 = t < 1 and let g be a continuous function on [0, I] such that g is 
0 in a neighbourhood of 0 and 
g(x)=; if x21-t. 
?-hen u=CY=, e,lts(e,Ifile,,)l"Zfii is a unitary in A such that eG = ufiiu*, 
i, j = 1 , 2 ,..., n. 
Proof: By the proof of [3, Lemma 1.81, eii[g(e,, file,,)]‘/*fil is a par- 
tial isometry from fii to eii for each i. And as noted by Bratteli in the proof 
of [2, Lemma 2.31, u is a unitary with the stated property. [ 
LEMMA 1.10. Let B=M,,@M,,@M,,O ... = @El M, be a UHF- 
algebra. Let ~1: Sk + Aut(B) be a k-loop in Aut(B). For every m E N, there 
exists a k-loop 
U”: Sk + U(B) 
such that CY, 1 Bm =Ad iIJrIB, for all sESk. 
Proof Fix m and let B, = A. Consider c1 as a continuous map 
~1: [O: Ilk -+ Aut(B) which is trivial on the boundary. Let {eq}i,, be a set of 
matrix units in A with xi eij = I. Choose NE N such that It, - t2 1 5 l/N 
implies that 
sup{ II (%,,X - U&X )I,III~~CO, 11”~‘!<f. 
Let g be a function on [0, 11 as in Lemma 1.9 (with t = 4). Define 
W~,.~=Cial,,(eil)Cg(a,,,(el,) cl,lN,,(ell) ~,,x(eII))1”2 cqN,x(ed for tE 
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[j/N, (j + 1 )lNl, .y E co, 11” ‘, j = 0, 1, 2 ,..., N - 1. Then W;,x depends con- 
tinuously on (t, x) for all j, and by Lemma 1.9 
W2)y%iN,11(ei,)( w;l,)* = q,(e,) 
for all i,j, t E [m/N, (m + 1 )/N], .X E [0, 11” ‘, m = 0, 1, 2 ,..., N- 1, Also 
Wi,N,, = II for all x E [0, 1 Ik ’ and W{,, = II whenever x lies on the boun- 
dary of [0, Ilk-‘. Deline 
we..VY 1 tE o,- 
v,..t = 
[ I N’ XE [IO, 11” ’ 
w:.x w&t w;,--‘, ),N,.r . . . w$w 
j j+l 
tE yq’N , 
[ I 
XE [O, Ilk-‘. 
Then V: [0, 1 Ik -+ U(B) is continuous, V,,, = II for all x E [IO, 11” ’ and 
V,, X = II for all t E [0, I] when x is on the boundary of [0, l]“- ‘. Also, 
a,,l,=Ad V,,l(A for all (t,x)e [0, 11”. Hence [0, llk--‘3x--, V,,, is a 
(k- I)-loop in U(BnA’). 
cfaim. [Vr]=Oin n,-r(U(BnA’)). 
The claim is automatic if k - 1 is even, since rck _ I (U(l3 A A’)) = 0 in this 
case by Lemmas 1.1 and 1.2. So assume that k - 1 is odd. Let W be the 
(k - 1 )-loop in 
such that I/, = I @ W. 
By Lemma 1.1 there exist l>m and a (k- I)-loop fl in II~,~+,,~~+~...,,, 
such that 
[W]=[P@Q@Q@...] in n&r(U(C)). 
Then [~0/1011OQO~~~]=[%~W]=[V,] in rck -,(U(B)). But 
[V,] = 0 in ?rk _ , (U(B)) since the map 
co, 11x co, 11k-‘3(w+ v,.. 
defines a homotopy in U(B) connection V, to the trivial (k - 1 )-loop in 
U(B). So if we assume, as we may, that 
2n m+1~m+2 ..*n,- 1 zk- 1, 
it follows from Lemma 1.1 and Corollary 1.5 that 
CBl=O in %. I(Uh+!nm+2”‘n,)). 
Thus [V,]=[Q@~~Q~Q@~~~]=Oinrrk~,(U(BnA’))asclaimed. 
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It follows that there is a continuous map 
F: [0, l] x [0, l-JkP’-+ U(BnA’) 
such that F( t, + ) is (k - 1)-loop in U(B n A’) for all t E [0, 1 ] while 
F(O,x)=Q, F(l, x)= V;,.Ys XE [0, l]“- ‘. 
Define u, ‘i = Y,Jt,.,, (t, x) E [0, 1 ] x [0, 11” - r. Then U is a k-loop in 
U(B) such that 
c,l,=Ad u,I, for all SE [0, Ilk. 1 
LEMMA 1.11. Let B = @ ,E, M, be a UHF-algebra and CL’ a k-loop in 
U(n, ). Assume that there is a strictly increasing sequence (m(i)},“_ 1 s N 
such that m( 1) = 1 and k-loops cx? in U(n,(,,) such that 
[CC’QQ QQ Q ... QQ]=[QQQQ...QQQcr’+‘] 
in %(Ub’LdL,tj,+, “‘nmcj+ ,)I), i& N. Then 
[Ada’@id@id@id@ .*‘I=0 in z,(Aut(B)). 
Proof: Let 0=6,<6,<6,< ..., be a strictly increasing sequence with 
lim, 6, = 1. Let F,: [S,, hi+ ,] x Sk --f Aut(B) be continuous maps satisfying 
the following requirements: 
(a) Fi(6,,s)=id@idQ ... OidOAda:.+‘OidOidO..., seSk, 
(b) Fithi+ 1) s)=id@id@ ... @id@Adai.+*@id@id@..., seSk, 
(c) F,(t,e)=id, tE [S,, 6,+,], i=O, 1, 2 ,..., 
id) F,(t,s)(a)=afor all BmCr+Ij~,, tE [S,, di+,], scSk, i= 1, 2, 3 ,.... 
This family of maps exists by assumption. Then define 
F: [O, l] x Sk + Aut(B) 
tE Cd;, 6,+,1, SESk 
t= 1, s E Sk. 
If aE B, and m(i+ l)>d, then 
F( t, s)(a) = a for all tzS,, sESk. 
This is an immediate consequence of (d). This observation together with 
(a), (b), and (c) show that F is a homotopy connecting 
Ado:r@id@id@ ..., to the trivial loop in Aut(B). 1 
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LEMMA 1.12. Let B = @ ,: , M,,, he CI UHF-ulgehru and assume that 
#P,= cu. Let (N;li~ RI } be a partition of P,- into disjoint subsets such thut 
satisfy that 2q,- 1 2 k. Then B is *-isomorphic to an infinite tensor-product 
A=M,,QM,,QM,,QM,QM,,QM,Q ..., 
such that the prime decomposition of each I, only contains powers of elements 
from P, and21,-I~korI,=l,=l,=... =1.Also,wemayassumethat 
~,~2~3~~~~,IL+, for all nE N. 
Every element of n,(Aut(A)) is represented by a product type k-loop 
Ad fi, @ id @ Ad fiz @ id @ Ad /I3 @ id Q . . . . where fli : Sk --f U(qi) are k-loops. 
Proof That B is *-isomorphic to an A of the given form follows from 
Glimm’s classification [3]. The case 1, = 1, = ... = 1 occurs if P, = 0. 
Let a: Sk -+ Am(A) be a k-loop. By Lemma 1.10 we have k-loops 
U”: Sk --f U(A) such that 
4 A, = Ad U”lA., rlE N. 
We claim that every k-loop in Aut(A) of the form Ad(U), where U is a 
k-loop in U(A), is homotopic to a product k-loop in Aut(A) of the form 
Adcr’@id@Adcr2Qid@Ada3@id@..., 
where cli is a k-loop in U(qi), iE RJ. 
In order to prove this, we can assume, by Lemma 1.1, that U is a k-loop 
in U(q,l,q,l,..~l,) for some nEN. Let 
CT: M,, @ M,, @ M,, 0 . . . 0 M,n -+ M,, 0 M,, @ . . . 0 M,” 0 M ,,,*. ,, = C 
be the obvious *-isomorphism, and let 
5: A -+ CO MY.+, QM,“+,Q M,“+,Q ... = C’ 
be the corresponding *-isomorphism. Then Z(U) = a(U) @ ?I @ II @ . . . is 
homotopic to a k-loop of the form 
~,@a20 ... Qa,Qy,QQ QQ Q . ..) 
where a, is a k-loop in U(qj) and y, a k-loop in U(1, 1, . . . I,). This follows 
from Corollary 1.4 
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Applying first Lemma 1.8 inductively and then Lemma 1.11, we conclude 
that Ad 6(V) is homotopic in Aut(C’) to the k-loop Ad a, @Ad a2 @ .. . 
@Ada,@id@id@id@.... 
Hence Ad U is homotopic in Aut(A) to the k-loop 
Adcr,@id@Adcl,@id@Ada,@id@ .... 
This proves the claim (and even more). 
Let V, = UZn, HEN. Then V,*V,,+l is a k-loop in U(A n A;,), no N. 
Applying the preceeding claim, we obtain continuous maps 
F,: [0, l]xSk+Aut(A) 
and 
G,: [0, l]xSk--)Aut(A) 
such that 
F,(l,s)=AdP~(s)@id@Ad/3~(s)@id@AdP~(s)@ ..., 
F,(t,e)=id, SESk, fE [O, 11, 
G, (0, s) = Ad V,*(s) Vn + , (~1, SESk, 
G,(l, s)=id@ ... @id@Ad/I;+‘(s)@id@Ad~;+*(s)@id@ ..., 
G, (t, e) = id, 
and G,(t, ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ s E Sk, r E [0, 11, n = 1,2, 3 ,... . Here /?j are k-loops 
in U(qi) for all i,jE N. Let 
1, (s) = Ad p;(s) @ id @ Ad j?;(s) B:(s) @ id @ Ad pi(s) /I:(s) p:(s)..., s E Sk. 
Let ,?,(~)=F~(l,s), &(s)=G,-~(~,s), nL2, seSk. Choose an increasing 
sequence 0 = 6, < 6, < 6, < . . . . converging to 1. 
Using the homotopies F,, G,, G,, G3,..., we construct continuous maps 
H,: [6,-,,6,]xSk+Aut(A), nEN, 
such that 
H, (0, s) = 2, (8) ( = 4 0) A1 (s)r’L (s)), 
H, (6,) s) = Ad V, 6) 2, (s)-‘L (~1, SE&Sk, 
H, (t, e) = id, tE co, S,l, 
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and 
H,(6,m ,,s)=Ad V,- ,(s)~~~~‘l(s)~;~.!z(s)~~~E~~l(s)~,(s), 
H,(d,, s)=Ad V,,(s) ;1,, ‘(s) A,,-?, (s)...A; l(s) 1,(s) 
H, (t, e) = id, tE[6,,-,,6,],sESk. 
Observe that 
KAtAl,,,n-,,=Ad Y,~-I(s)IA~,~~,,=~‘IAZ,~-,) 
for fE[d+,,Sn], seSk, nZ2. Define 
H(f, 3) = 
i 
ff,(t, s), tE can-1, SF71 
a S) f=l, SESk. 
Then H is a homotopy connecting CI and Jr,. 1 
LEMMA 1.13. Let B = @ ,“= , Mp, and assume that # Pp < 03. Then B is 
*-isomorphic to 
A=M,@MY,QMY2@MY3@ . . . . 
wheren=n,,.,~““~‘and {qijiENJ=P,. 
For every k-loop a: Sk -+ Aut(A) there exist rnE N and a k-loop /I in 
U(A,) such that 
Cal = [Ad PI in rrck (Aut(A)). 
Proof: The *-isomorphism part of the statement follows from Glimm’s 
classification [3]. According to Lemma 1.10 there exist k-loops /J, in U(A) 
such that 
4 A,, = Ad Pm IA, for all ~71 E N. 
For each m, 1-3: + , b’,,, is a k-loop in U( A n AL). By Lemma 1 .l there is a 
k-loop V in U(Ai n AL) for some i 2 m such that 
[VI = CB;t+,Bml in xk(U(AnAk)), mEN. 
Applying Lemma 1.8 inductively, and then Lemma 1.11, this gives that 
[AdpX+,/J,]= [Ad V]=O in n,(Aut(AnAL)) for all rnEb.4. 
Let 0=6,<6,<S,< ..., be an increasing sequence with lim,, 6, = 1. 
Then we have continuous maps 
G,: Cd, , , S,] x Sk -+ Aut(A) 
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such that 
Gi(hi- 1) S) = Ad(Bi++ I(S) Pi(S)) 
Let 
and define 
If a E Ai: 
Gj(6,, s) = id 
G,(t, e) = id 
G,(t, s)I A, = id,,, fE[t3&,,Si], SE&Sk, iEN. 
Fj(t, s)=AdBi+I(s) G;(t,s), 
te [dip,, S,], SESk, i= 1,2,3 )...) 
F( t, s) = F;(t, $1, t E Csi- 17 sj] 
cl S? t=l, SESk. 
t2di-l* we find that 
F(t, s)(a) = a,(a) for all s E Sk. 
It is then straightforward to check that F is a homotopy connecting Ad /?, 
to a. 
In order to conclude the proof, it suffices to refer to Lemma 1.1. 1 
LEMMA 1.14. Let B= Q,“=,:M,. Let c1 be a k-loop in U(n,n,...n,) and 
let /3 be the k-loop Ad a Q id 0 id Q id 0 . ’ ., in Aut(B). Assume that there is 
a continuous map 
G: [0, l] x Sk -+ Aut(B) 
such that 
and 
w, $1 = Bs, 
G( t, e) = id, 
SESk, 
tE 10, 11, 
G(l, s)lBm=idIB,,,, SESk. 
Then there exist I> m and a k-loop a in U(n,+ ,r~,,,+~ .. .n,) such that 
[a@!]=[Q@;1] 
in 7c/,(U(n,n,~~~n,)). 
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ProoJ Choose NE N such that It, - 12/ d l/N implies that 
sup Il(G(t,, .y)-GG(t2> .~))lB,,I/ <+. .\ t 9 
Let {e,} be a system of matrix units in B, with xi e,, = 9, and let g be a 
continuous function as in Lemma 1.9 (with t = $). Define 
for tE [j/N, (j+ 1)/N], FESS, j=O, 1, 2 ,..., N- 1. 
Then G(t,s)(a)=AdF,(t,s)(G(j/N,s)(a)) for all t~[j/N,(j+l)/N], 
seSk, aEB,, j=O, 1, 2 ,..., N - 1 by Lemma 1.9. F, is continuous and 
F,(t,e)=Q =F,(j/N,s) for all TV [j/N, (j+ 1)/N], FESS, j=O, 1, 2 ,..., 
N- 1. We define 
t E [j/N, (j+ 1)/N], SE Sk, j=O, 1, 2 ,..., N- 1. Then F is a homotopy in 
U(B) and 
Ad F(t, $)I B,,, = G(t, s)l B,j, 
for all t E [0, 11, s E Sk. Especially, F( 1, s) E B n Bk for all s E Sk. Thus F is 
a homotopy in U(B) connecting the k-loop a@ II @II @ .., in U(B) to a 
k-loop in U(B n Bk). 
By Lemma 1.1 there exist I> m and a k-loop Iz in U(n,+ lnm+z ... nl) 
such that the k-loop F( 1, . ) is homotopic in U(B n Bk) to the k-loop 
11@1@1@11@1@ .... Hence a@Q@Q@ .**, is homotopic in U(B) to 
11@1@11@11@11@.... We can assume that I is so large that 
2n,n*“~n,- 13k. 
Then Lemma 1.1 and Corollary 1.5 in combination yield that 
[a@Q]=[Q@A] 
in 7r,(U(n,, n*...n,)). 1 
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THEOREM 1.15. Let B = @ 2, M,, be an infinite-dimensional UHF- 
algebra. Then 
712k (Aut(B)) = 0, k = 0, 1, 2 ,..., 
and 
n2k +, (Aut(B)) = x &,m k=O, 1, 2 ,.... 
PEPF 
Proof: rrO(Aut( B)) = 0 by [ 1, Theorem 2.31. That n2k (Aut(B)) = 0 for 
k = I, 2 ,..., follows immediately from Lemmas 1.12, 1.13, and 1.2. Hence we 
turn to the odd case. 
First, assume that #P, < co. We may assume that 
where IZ=&~~~P”‘~) and {qiliEN}=P,. Choose m,EN such that 
24142.“qm”- 132k+ 1. Let Ym:712k+,(U(nq,‘..q,))-t71,k+,(Aut(B)) be 
induced by 
U(nq,...q,)3u~AduOidOidO ..‘, mEN. 
Applying Lemma 1.3 we get an infinite commutative diagram 
/n2k+‘I*::::;\ 
TC2k+l(li(nq~q2”.q,,))~ 712k+l (U(nq,q2...qmu+,))* ... 
I 
lLm0 
I 
*mO+1 
z =~‘lq+l= ,z .7-4”W+2= . . . 
where each $, is an isomorphism. 
Claim. ker y, = II/;’ (nZ), m 3 m,. 
To see this, first assume that II is a (2k + 1)-loop in U(nq, q2 *. . qm) and 
that II/,( [a]) E nL. By Lemma 1.3 this implies that there is a (2k + 1 )-loop 
/I in U(q, qz . . . qm) such that 
[al=[a @PI in ‘12k+l(U(nq,q,“‘q,)). 
Since {4,, q2,.-, s,> &Pm, Lemma 1.8 and Lemma 1.11 together give 
that [id@Ad/?@id@id@id@ . ..]=O in rrZk+,(Aut(B)). Hence 
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[m] E Ker y,. Conversely, if y,,,( [IX]) =0 Lemma 1.14 gives I> m and a 
(2k + 1 )-loop fl in U(q,H + , q, + z.. q,) such that 
Since we can assume that 2q,,, qm - + , + 2.. q, 1 >, 2k + 1, Lemma 1.3 gives 
that 
4m+ Iqm+z” .q/~rn([Itll)Enq,q*...q,Z 
from which we conclude that $,( [a]) E nil. Thus the claim is verified. 
Hence we obtain a commutative diagram 
712k + I (AWB)) 
where the horizontal lines indicate the automorphisms of Z,, induced by 
z+q,z, m3m,, 
and each y”, is injective. But 
i.j y”m~(~n)= (j Yrn(X2k+,(U(nq,q,.“q,)))=7c,,+,(Aut(B)) 
ml > r?,” m2mo 
by Lemma 1.13. Thus each I,, m > m,, is an isomorphism. Hence 
II*~+, (Aut(B)) N Z,. Since p{‘“l) and pJcp2) are mutually prime when 
PI,& EPI;, PI #p2, we get xX+ ,(Aut(B)) N @PtPFZp,(P,r completing the 
proof in this case. 
Assume that #P,= co. By Lemma 1.12 we can assume that 
B=M,,OM,,OM,,OM,,O ..., 
where qi and 1; are integers with properties stated in that lemma. We can 
define a homomorphism 
$1 x X2k + I (u(qi)) + n2k + 1 tAut( 
IEN 
by $([~?],“=,)=[Adcr’@id@Ada~@id@Adcc~@ ...I. By Lemma 1.12, 
$ is a surjection. Choose isomorphisms 
‘PI: ‘II2k + I t”(q,)) + z. 
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Claim. 9([~‘]~,)=Oocp,([cc’])Eq,Z,i~N. 
To prove the claim assume first that 
By Corollary 1.6 there is a (2k + 1 )-loop p in U(q2) such that 
[c~‘@Q@Q]=[Q@ll@/l] in 71 2k + , ( U( q , I, q2)). Corollary 1.6 also gives 
that cpz( C/3]) E q2i7. Applying Corollary 1.6 inductively in this way we come 
in a position where we can conclude from Lemma 1 .l 1 that 
[Adcc’@id@id@ . ..I=0 in n,,+,(Aut(B)). 
Hence $([a’],“,,)= [id@id@Ada2@id@Adcr3@id@ ...I. Applying 
the preceding argument inductively, we can proceed as in the proof of 
Lemma 1.11 and obtain a homotopy connecting 
to the trivial (2k+ 1)-loop in Aut(B). Hence $([c(‘]z ,)=O. Conversely, 
assume that this holds. Then 
[Adcr’@id@id@id@ . ..I= -[id@id@Adu2@id@Adcr3@id...] 
By Lemma 1.14 this implies that there exist m E N and a (2k + 1 )-loop j 
in U(l,q,l,q,..‘q,) such that 
By Corollary 1.7 this implies that q, ([a’])~q,Z. But then the above 
argument gives that 
[Adcc’@id@id@id@ . ..I=0 in zZk+,(Aut(B)). 
Hence [id@id@Ada2@id@Adcr3@id@ . ..I=0 in rrZk+,(Aut(B)). 
Almost a repetition of this argument proves the following statement by 
induction: 
For each n E FV, 
[idaid@ ... OidOAda”OidOAdcc”+‘OidOAdcc”+‘O . ..I=0 
in nZk+,(Aut(B)) and cp,([cc’])Eq,Z, i<n-1. 
Especially, we see that cp,( [d])~q,Z for all in N. 
580/72/l-14 
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Thus we have established the claim. As a consequence 
n2k+ ,(Aut(W)= ii Q, 
1=, 
But z, ‘v @,, N, z ,,RN, so we have proved the theorem also in this case. 1 
Remark I .16. For UHF-algebras A with P,= 0, Theorem 1.15 says 
that all homotopy groups of Aut(A) are trivial. In this case, Aut(A) is even 
contractible. To see this, assume, for the sim 
A=M,@M,,@M,,@ “.,peP. Let Aut,(A)= 
We can define an isomorphism 
@: Aut(A) + Aut, (A 
by 
licity of exposition, that 
CY E Aut(A)laI., = idIAl}. 
@(ct)(a,@a,Oa,O . ..)=a.@u(a,@a,@ ...), 
where {aj},xz , s M, is a sequence such that a, = II eventually. 
Assume that we can construct a continuous map F: Aut(A) x 
[O, I] + Aut(A) such that 
F( c(, 0) = c(, F(4 1) = @(a), ~1 E Aut( A). 
It is clear that we can use the fact that A E A n AL, no N, and the 
procedure of taking a sequence strictly increasing to 1 to obtain a contrac- 
tion of Aut(A) to id. 
Hence the problem is to construct F. Define a sequence of elements 
O,, E Aut( A) by 
Q,,(a, Oa20a30 ... )=a,,@a,@a,@a,@ .I., 
where {ai)::, s M, is a sequence such that ai = II eventually. 
Let 0=6,<6, <6,< ..., such that lim, 6, = 1. Since e;+’ ,8,, acts 
trivially on A ,I ~~ , , n 2 2, we can find curves 
G,: [S,- ,, S,] -+ Aut(A) 
such that 
and 
G,(~,,-,)=~,L+‘,~,, 
G, (6,) = id, nz 1, 
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Define G: Aut, (A) x [0, l] + Aut(A) by 
G(a, t) = G,(t)~‘8,-:,aen+,G,(t), tE Cdn--l, Snl 
@-‘(a), t= 1. 
We claim that G is continuous. In order to check this, it suffices to take 
converging sequences, CI, + c1 in Aut 1 (A), t, -+ 1 in [0, 11, and 
in A and show that 
G(a,, t,,)(a) --t @-‘(a)(a). 
Choose (k,,};= l s N such that t, E [S+, , SJ and observe that 
0 k,+lGk,(t)(a)=llOa,@a,@ ... @a,@1 @II @I@... =b 
when k,, - 1 2 k. Hence 
IIG(~,, t,)(a)- @P’(a)(a)ll 5 llG(~,, t,)(a) - G(a, t,,)(a)ll 
+ IIG(~, t,)(a)- @-‘(a)(a)ll 
= Il~,~~~,)-‘~k,:,~,(~)-G~,(tn)~‘~k,:~~(b)ll 
+ IIG,~(t,)~‘~k,:l~(b)-~~‘(cl)(a)ll 
5 h,(b) - 4b)ll 
+ llGk,(tn)~‘6k,:lcr(b)-~~‘(Cl)(a)ll 
when k, - 1 2 k. Since G,J t,)- ’ + id, it s&ices to observe that 
which is clear since 
cr(b)=Q @W’(a)(a,@a,@ .‘. Oak@1 631 0 ...). 
We can then define F by 
F(a, t) = G(@(a), 1 - t), o!EAut(A), te [0, 11. 
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Next we turn to the homotopy groups of Aut,,(B). Lance proved in [6] 
that the connected component of the identity in Aut,(B) consists of the 
inner *-automorphisms. Hence n,(Aut,,(B)) is the group of outer 
automorphisms of B. 
To calculate the higher homotopy groups of Aut,(B), the literature is 
much more helpful than in the case of Aut(B). First, we have the following 
consequence of the Bartle-Graves selection theorem: 
PROPOSITION 2.1 (Philips-Raeburn [7]). Let A be a unital C*-algebra 
such that every *-derivation of A is inner. Then there is a continuous map 
y: {crEAut,(A)( ljcr-idI1 <,/5} + U(A) 
- 
such that B=Ady(fl), /JE{cIEA~~,(A)I Ilcc-idI1 <,,/3}, andy(id)=?I. m 
LEMMA 2.2. Let ~1 be a l-loop in Aut,,( B). Then there is a l-loop U in 
U(B) such that 
ci=Ad U. 
Proqf We consider o! as a map IX [0, 11 --+ Aut,(B) such that 
q=cr, =id. 
Choose NE N such that It, - t, I < l/N implies that 
Ilq -M,, II < $. 
Since every *-derivation of a simple C*-algebra is inner [8, 8.6.101, we can 
apply Proposition 2.1 and define 
u: = Y(V,n) ), i i+l tE [ 1 N’N 7 i=O, 1, 2 ,..., N- 1. 
Then Ad U: = ct,c~,$, t E [i/N, (i + 1 )JN] and 
lJ;/,= Ii, i = 0, 1, 2 ,..., N - 1. 
Define 
u:, IE o,L [ 1 N 
u; u;&’ . . . uy,,, 
C 
i i+l 
tE N’N 1 , l<i<N-1. 
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Then V: [0, l] + U(A) is continuous, V,,=I and a, = Ad V,, t E [0, 11. 
Especially, V, = AII for some ,I E S’. Let f: [0, 1 ] + S’ be a continuous map 
such that 
f(O)= 1, f(l)=A-‘. 
Define U,=f(t) V,, t E [0, 11. Then U is a l-loop with the right pro- 
perty. I 
LEMMA~.~. Let B=M,,@Mpz@... =OP”=,M,,andletd,=n:=,p,. 
Then the maps U(d,) 3 V -+ U @ 11 E U(d, + , ) induce homomorphisms 
z/, (U(d,,)) + X~ (U(d,, + ,)) ,for all k E N, and we have an isomorphism 
,for k 2 3. 
Proof. First note that by the result of Lance cited above 
n,(Aut,(B)) = nk(Inn(B)X k> 1, 
where Inn(B) denotes the group of inner *-automorphisms of B endowed 
with the uniform norm topology. 
Proposition 2.1 implies that 
U(B) Ad Inn(B) 
is a tibre bundle with fibre S’. Hence n,(Inn(B)) N rrk (U(B), S’ ) for k 3 2, 
by [9, 17.11. 
Since n,(S’) =O for k 22, the homotopy sequence for the pair 
(U(B), S’ ) yields that 
n,(AuL(B)) = Q(VB)) for k33 
The conclusion then follows from Lemma 1.1. 1 
LEMMA 2.4. Adopt the notation of Lemma 2.3. The mappings 
71, (U( d,,)) + 71, (U( d,, + , )) induce homomorphisms 
711 (Wd,,)) + 711 (PU(d,+ I)) 
(where PU(m) denotes the projective unitary group U(m)/S’) and we have an 
isomorphism 
I& n,(PU(d,,)) 2: n,(Aut,(B)). 
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Proqf: We define r,,: U(d,,) -+ Aut,( B) by 
r,,(u)=Ad u@ll 011 @ .‘.. 
The T,,'s induce homomorphisms 
T,l: f”Yd,,) -+ Aut,,(B) 
such that the induced maps 
711 (f’u(4)) + n, (A%,(B)) 
are compatible with the homomorphisms defining the direct limit 
lim, n, (W4,)). 
Hence we obtain a homomorphism 
T: f& rr, (Pl/(d,)) + rc, (Aut,(B)). 
Lemmas 2.2 and 1.1 give that T is surjective. 
To prove that T is injective let u be a l-loop in U(d,,) and assume that 
[Adu@Q@11@...]=0 in rr, (Aut,(B)). 
Let V=u@li 011 0 ..., and let 
F: [0, l] x [0, l] -+Aut,(B) 
be continuous such that 
G(0, s) = Ad I’,, 3-6 co, 11, 
F(l,s)=id, 
F(f,O)=F(t, l)=id, f E [O, 1 J. 
Choose NE f’k such that 
It,--t,Idl/N~su~{lIF(t,,s)-F(t,,s)ll ls~C0, U}<$. 
Let U,,5=y(F(t, s) F(i/N, .Y)-I), SE [0, 11, tE [i/N, (i+ 1)/N] i=O, 1, 2 ,..., 
N - 1. Then Ui,, = 21 = U;,, for all t E [i/N, (i + 1 )/N], i = 0, 1, 2 ,..., N - 1 
and 
i=O, 1, 2 ,..., N- 1. 
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Also i7;,,, = II for all s E [0, 11. Define 
u:-‘v,, iE 0,’ 
wt. F = 
[ 1 N’ SE co, 11 
u:, u;$& . . . up/N.s v, 1 
i i+l 
tE N’N , [ 1 SE CO, 11, 1 <idN- 1. 
Then W: [0, l] x [0, l] -+ U(B) is continuous, 
Ad W,,, = F(t, s) for all (t, s) E [0, 11” 
and W,,, = W,,, = 0 for all t E [0, I]. Especially, W,,. is a l-loop in S’Q. 
Thus W is a homotopy in U(B) connecting the l-loop V in U(B) to a 
l-loop in S’Q . Since 2d,, - 1 2 1 for all n, Lemma 1.1 and Corollary 1.5 
together yield that the induced map 
is injective. 
Hence we conclude that u is homotopic to a l-loop in S’Q c U(d,). Thus 
u represents the trivial element in rr, (PU(d,,)). This shows that T is injective 
and ends the proof. 1 
LEMMA 2.5. z2(Aut,(B)) = 0. 
Proof From the proof of Lemma 2.3, we recall that 
7~2 (A%,(B)) = 712 (U(B), S’ 1. 
From the homotopy sequence of (U(B), S’) we get the exact piece 
o-tn2(U(B),S1)~7c,(S’)j~c,(U(B)), 
where we have used that rrcz( U(B)) = lim, 7c2( U(d,)) = 0 by Lemma 1.1 
and 1.2. But the last map n,(S’) -+ z,(U(B)) is injective, so 
7r2(U(B), S’)=O. 1 
THEOREM 2.6. Let B be an infinite-dimensional UHF-algebra B = M,, 0 
~p*Q~p)Q .‘. = @E, M,,. Then 
zx (A%(B)) = 0, k = 1) 2, 3 )...) 
n2k+ I (Aut,(B)) = K,(B), k = 1, 2, 3 ,..., 
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rr, (Aut,(B)) = I& Z,,k, 
k 
where dk = nf;=, p, and Z, + L,+, is induced by multiplication by pk + , . 
Proof. Since nzk(Aut,,(B)) N hn~ xLZk(Ci(dn)) for k 3 2, by Lemma 2.3, 
we conclude that rrzk (Aut, (B)) = 0 because qk( U(d,)) = 0 when 
2d, - 1 > 2k. That rr,(Aut,(B)) =0 is Lemma 2.5. Since rc, (PU(d,)) ‘v Z, 
for all n E N, the last statement follows from Lemma 2.4. Fix k odd, k 3 3. 
When 2d, - 1 3 k, Lemma 1.3 gives us an infinite commutative diagram 
%(U(dm))- %(U(d,+,)) * ‘h(U(dm+,)) + “’ 
I I I 
z z-Pm+,= , z :-pm+&?= , z -+ 
where the vertical lines indicate isomorphisms. The direct limit group of the 
lower system is K,(B), so 
by Lemma 2.3. 1 
It should be noted that also rr, (Aut,( B)) has a description in terms of 
K,(B). If we use the unique positive normalized trace on B to identify 
&,(B) as a subgroup of the rationals, then 
XI W&(B)) ‘y &(B)IZ. 
According to [4, Theorem 4.61 we have 
K,(B) = n, (u(B)). 
Hence 7c 2k+,(AutU(B))=~,(lJ(B)) for kEN. 
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